Abstract|This paper presents a statistical approach to developing multimodal recognition systems and, in particular, to integrating the posterior probabilities of parallel input signals involved in the multimodal system. We rst identify the primary factors that in uence multimodal recognition performance by evaluating the multimodal recognition probabilities. We then develop two techniques, an estimate approach and a learning approach, which are designed to optimize accurate recognition during the multimodal integration process. We evaluate these methods using Quickset, a speech/gesture multimodal system, and report evaluation results based on an empirical corpus collected with Quickset. From an architectural perspective, the integration technique presented here o ers enhanced robustness. It also is premised on more realistic assumptions than previous multimodal systems using semantic fusion. From a methodological standpoint, the evaluation techniques that we describe provide a valuable tool for evaluating multimodal systems.
I. Introduction T HERE are two main types of multimodal systems, one of which integrates signals at the feature level and the other at a semantic level. Systems that utilize feature fusion generally are based on multiple HMMs or temporal neural networks. In a feature fusion architecture, the correlation structure between modes can be taken into account automatically via learning. Feature fusion generally is considered more appropriate for closely coupled and synchronized modalities, such as speech and lip movements. However, such a system tends not to generalize as well if it consists of modes that di er substantially in the time scale characteristics of their features, as is the case with speech and gesture input. Modeling complexity, computational intensity, and training di culty typically are other problems associated with the feature fusion integration approach. Due to the high dimensionality of input features and high degree of freedom of system models, a large amount of training data also is required for building this type of system. Of course, multimodal corpora rarely have been collected and labeled for training purposes, and they tend not to be publicly available so therefore are at a high premium.
Generally, multimodal systems using semantic fusion include individual recognizers and a sequential integration process. These individual recognizers can be trained using unimodal data, which are relatively easy to collect or are already publicly available for modalities like speech and handwriting. The architecture of this type of system also can leverage from existing and relatively mature unimodal Jeanie 7] , and others as described in 8], 9], 10]. All these previous e orts on multimodal integration have concentrated primarily on semantic representations and incorporation of new input technologies, rather than on the statistical integration process that de nes a multimodal system architecture. Such systems typically also have assumed that the individual modes in a multimodal interaction function independently of each other. As a result, a multimodal command's posterior probability has been the cross product of the posterior probabilities of the associated constituents. Although this independence assumption has provided a starting point and it simpli es the integration process, it nonetheless is a naive assumption since speech and lip movements or speech and manual gestures are known to be highly correlated 11].
It also is known that a constituent in one mode typically associates with only a limited number of constituents in another mode, and that input modes di er in both their information content and recognition accuracy. An additional problem with past multimodal architectures is that the overall recognition accuracy of di erent input modes has been assumed to be equally reliable, although this is rarely the case. Even within the same mode, recognition accuracy varies considerably from one constituent to another. By re ning the multimodal integration process so that di erent weights are assigned to di erent modes and di erent constituents, recognition errors potentially could be avoided so that overall system robustness is enhanced. For example, the study in 12] has shown the potential for improving continuous gesture recognition results based on a co-occurrence analysis of di erent gestures with spoken keywords. Performance improvement also has been found in audiovisual speech recognition systems by adaptively weighting both the audio and visual recognition channels 13], 14], 15].
In theory, the optimal weights for combining the posterior probabilities from di erent modes can be determined by the mode-conditional input feature density functions, as will be described in section IV of this paper. In practice, it is di cult or even impossible to evaluate these conditional density functions because of the high dimensional input features. In this paper, we have developed two modeling techniques to approximate these conditional densities and to obtain the class-dependent weighting parameters for the posterior probabilities.
Another critical issue involved in the multimodal integration process is to identify the primary factors that inuence multimodal recognition performance and to evaluate and estimate system recognition performance. Given a set of individual recognizers with known accuracies, is the multimodal system's performance bounded? If so, what are the theoretical lower and upper performance bounds? By estimating performance bounds, it becomes possible to evaluate the performance of alternative integration techniques in comparison with a theoretical optimum. From a diagnostic perspective, it also becomes possible to identify key factors that in uence multimodal performance. To our knowledge, past research has not estimated performance bounds for guiding the development of multimodal systems 1 . In this paper, we have derived a lower and upper bound of multimodal recognition performance, and we identify the factors that in uence multimodal recognition performance.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II brie y introduces Quickset 16 ], a multimodal system developed at OGI that has been a testbed for our research. Section III derives the multimodal recognition probability, and identies the primary factors that in uence multimodal recognition performance. Section IV provides a theoretical solution for combining the multimodal posterior probabilities and discusses the problems in realizing this theoretical optimum. Section V and Section VI develop two practical techniques, an estimate approach and a learning approach, designed to integrate and optimize the multimodal posterior probabilities. Empirical evaluation and performance comparisons are reported in Section VII. We summarize our ndings in Section VIII.
II. A Multimodal System
Our multimodalsystem, called Quickset 16] , consists of parallel recognizers for the speech and gesture input modalities, which are fused at the semantic level. A command in this multimodal system is represented by constituents that are joined from the two di erent input modes. Each constituent is a target of an individual mode's recognizer. During the recognition process, an individual recognizer analyzes a set of input features and then produces the constituents as an N-best list of alternatives, along with posterior probabilities. Quickset integrates multimodal input in the following three sequential steps:
1. Temporally, Quickset combines speech and gesture input that is overlapped, or that falls within a certain lag relation when signals arrive sequentially. The temporal constraints of Quickset's integration were determined by empirical research with users 11]. It was found that when users speak and gesture in a sequential manner, they gesture rst, then speak within a relatively short time window; speech rarely precedes gesture. As a consequence, the multimodal synchronizer in Quickset prefers to integrate a gesture with speech that follows within a 4-second interval 2 , rather than integrating it with preceding speech. If speech arrives after that interval, the gesture is interpreted unimodally. The precise lag threshold adopted when signals arrive sequentially can be learned by the system using training data, or pre-set by the system developer for a particular domain.
2. Statistically, Quickset integrates the posterior probabilities of constituents from individual modes, and then generates an N-best list for a multimodal command that includes posterior probabilities for each nal interpretation. The original version of Quickset relied on the independence assumption. It took the cross product of the probabilities of individual modes to derive the multimodal probability for each item in the nal multimodal N-best list. One goal of the present work is to supersede the independence assumption by developing a more powerful statistical integrator based on the realities of empirical data.
3. Semantically, Quickset determines whether a given gestural and spoken element in the N-best lists can be combined legally into a coherent multimodal interpretation that is executable by the system. The semantic information contained within the two modes in Quickset is represented as typed feature structures 17], which can be uni ed if the elements are compatible semantically. The uni cation of typed feature structures in Quickset has been detailed elsewhere 18].
Quickset has supported various map-based applications that enable users to set up and control distributed interactive simulations. The research and evaluations presented in this paper are based on Quickset's re/ ood management corpus. Figure 1 shows some examples of multimodal commands from this corpus. Using a \Wizard-of-Oz" research paradigm, it was demonstrated that a multimodal interface parallel to Quickset supported 36% fewer task errors, 50% less disuent input, and 10% faster task completion time than a unimodal spoken interface 19]. Further information 2 We have found that, from about 1539 Quickset command patterns, more than 99% commands lie within this 4-second interval.
and videotape examples of Quickset can be found at http://www.cse.ogi.edu/CHCC.
III. Primary Factors of Multimodal Recognition Performance
In a speech/gesture multimodal system, assume that S i ; i = 1; : : :; M is the output from the speech mode, and G j ; j = 1; : : :; N is the output from the gesture mode. The system is designed to recognize C k ; k = 1; : : :; K multimodal classes. The number of multimodalclasses K cannot be larger than the number of attainable integrated classes (M +1)(N +1)?1, but will at least equal the larger number of the two output modes max M; N].
We de ne the projection between the index of multimodal classes and the indices of the individual modal output as a multimodal associative map, as depicted by Table I. For a given corpus, the associative map de nes all meaningful relations that exist between the set of speech constituents and the set of gesture constituents for each multimodal command. In the present corpus, there were 17 feature structure types for speech input (e.g. create feature object, zoom to point), 8 feature structure types for pen input (e.g. line, area), and 20 feature structure types representing di erent types of multimodal commands (e.g. see Figure 1 ). In our work, we have used the feature structure type as the basic unit for statistical integration. During multimodal recognition, the de ned associative map between speech and gesture feature structure types supports a simple process of table lookups. This table can be de ned directly by a user, or it can be built automatically using labeled data.
From the structure of an associative map, it is clear that the integration of this type of multimodal recognizer di ers from the combination of multiple classi ers 20] or traditional data fusion 21]. The latter two are a special case of the former in which the component classi ers and the combined classi er share the same set of targets, K = M = N, typically displayed as a diagonal matrix.
The multimodal system can avoid some recognition errors that otherwise would occur in a unimodal system simply by checking whether recognized speech and gesture pieces can be integrated legally or not, given the system's semantic constraints. This type of error avoidance occurs as long as the number of multimodal classes is less than the maximumnumber of potentially attainable multimodal classes, i.e. K < (M + 1)(N + 1) ? 1. Evidence for the error compensation that results during uni cation of typed feature structures has been detailed previously 22]. In the following, we discuss multimodal performance and establish its bound from a statistical point of view.
Assume that X represents a multimodal input feature vector, which is a combination of gesture input feature X G and and speech input feature X S . A system designed to recognize K classes of commands will partition the input feature space into K disjoint decision regions R k ; k = 1; : : :; K. The probability of correct recognition 
where
is the probability of correct recognition for the k th class, p(XjC k ) is its class-conditional density and P(C k ) is its prior probability. By expressing the multimodalrecognition probability using the recognition probabilities of its associated modes, we have obtained the following multimodal recognition probability bound (see Appendix IX-A):
where P X G j and P X S i are respectively the correct recognition probabilities of the associated gesture, and speech constituents for the k th multimodal class.
Equation (3) reveals that a multimodal system performs at its lower bound if individual modes are assumed to be independent, and a simple joint probability estimate is calculated during integration. In contrast, a multimodal system performs at its upper bound when the information in one mode is completely redundant with that in the other mode. In general, we would summarize that multimodal recognition performance is determined by the following factors: (1) recognition accuracy of the individual modes, (2) the structure of the associative map, (3) the manner of combining posterior probabilities, and (4) the prior distribution of multimodal commands.
IV. Integration of Multimodal Posterior Probabilities
During recognition, our goal is to evaluate the posterior probabilities of all multimodal classes, given an unknown input feature set. Combining the posterior probabilities involves combining the class-conditional density function p(XjC k ). As shown in Appendix IX-B, we have found that:
where p(X S jC k ) and p(X G jC k ) are the class-conditional densities estimated by the speech recognizer and gesture recognizer, and p(X G jC k ; X S ) and p(X S jC k ; X G ) are the mode-conditional input feature densities for the k th class.
Equation (4) provides a theoretical solution for integrating multimodal class-conditional density functions. However, due to the high dimensional input features, a large amount of training data is required to evaluate the modeconditional input feature densities directly. A conventional input representation in acoustic modeling uses a 39-dimensional vector (i.e., the signal energy and rst 12 cepstral coe cients and their rst-and second-order di erentials 23]) for each 10 msecs speech block. This means that the speech input dimension will increase to 3900, even if a voice command lasts for only 1 sec. An example of pen input feature representations is Apple Computer's Newton handwriting recognizer, in which the input dimension is 382 (i.e., 14 14 image, 20 9 stroke features, 5-dimensional stroke count, and single-dimension aspect ratio 24]). Based on these examples, a multimodal input feature dimension could easily be as large as 4282. Considering the \curse of dimensionality" in data modeling 3 , if the data for a given sampling density in one dimension total 30, then the total required for multimodal input feature modeling would be 30 4282 .
The above calculations reveal why it is hard to obtain an estimate of mode-conditional input feature density functions. Accurate estimates also are di cult to obtain because few actual multimodal corpora are available. Therefore, evaluation of Equation (4) requires approximation. By letting k = 1 2 p(X S jC k ; X G ) (5) 3 The curse of dimensionality 25], 26] refers to the exponential growth of hypervolume as a function of dimensionality. If N is the total data for a given sampling density in one dimension, then when the dimensionality is increased to m the total data must also increase to N m to keep the same sampling density. k = 1 2 p(X G jC k ; X S ); (6) Equation (4) can be rewritten as p(XjC k ) = k p(X G jC k ) + k p(X S jC k ): (7) k and k become the weighting parameters to the modal class-conditional densities. They are still class-conditional, but independent of individual input features. In the next two sections, we develop two techniques to evaluate these parameters.
V. Estimate Approach
Here, the normalized mode-conditional recognition probabilities 4 are taken as an approximation of the modeconditional input feature densities. That is
where P 0 is a normalization factor and
It is much easier to evaluate the mode-conditional recognition probabilities than to evaluate the mode-conditional input feature density functions. Therefore, two methods are developed to estimate the mode-conditional recognition probabilities, with the preferred method depending on the availability of training data. Method-I estimates the conditional probabilities by simply counting the number of non-zero entries in each column and row of the associative map. For example, for the rst multimodal class shown in Table I , which associates with the rst speech class and the fourth gesture class, there are two non-zero entries in the corresponding row and four non-zero entries in the cor- When training data are available, Method-II provides a more accurate estimate of the mode-conditional recognition probabilities. Method-II is a bin-counting process. For the k th multimodal class, the patterns labeled as the k th multimodal class in the training data are located rst. Among these multimodal patterns, it is assumed that there are N G k patterns having correct gesture output, N S k patterns having correct speech output, and N k patterns having both correct gesture and speech output. The estimates of modeconditional recognition probabilities then arê
and the estimates of the weighting parameters are:
From Equations (13) and (14), it is clear that the weighting parameters and depend only on the ratio of recognition rates of for the individual modes. If the ratio between the gesture and speech recognition probabilities for the k th multimodal class is de ned as
As shown, if both modes perform equally well and the ratio is about 1, then both modes will be equally weighted. If one mode's output is signi cantly biased toward low performance, then it will be given a larger weight to correct this bias.
VI. Members to Teams to Committee: the MTC Approach
MTC is a novel recognition technique developed to build a complex pattern recognition system with highdimensional input features 27]. In this section, we rst provide an introduction of the MTC technique by presenting its overall architecture, the functionalities of each component, and its learning algorithms. We then describe the application of the MTC approach to integrating a multimodal system.
A. MTC Architecture
The MTC architecture consists of three layers. The bottom layer is formed by multiple recognizer members. Each member is a local posterior estimator with an assigned input variable subset, a speci ed model type and complexity, and a given training and validation data set. The members cooperate with each other via the multiple teams built at the mid-layer. Di erent teams observe di erent training data, and are initialized and trained di erently. The team integrates the members. Multiple teams are built to reduce integration uncertainty. Output from the teams forms an empirical posterior distribution that then is sent to the committee at the upper layer. The committee makes a nal decision after comparing the empirical posterior distributions of di erent targets.
B. MTC Recognition Algorithm
In general, we de ne the input feature set I = fI 1 ; I 2 ; : : :; I n g and the recognition target set T = fT 1 ; T 2 ; : : :; T m g. The input feature I is formed by nstreams, whose dimensions may di er. The target T consists of m di erent classes, for example of di erent multimodal commands. The MTC recognition algorithm goes through three bottom-up steps:
1. Estimating the local posteriors of members: Each member computes a local posterior estimate under the speci ed modeling condition. The modeling speci cations include the model type, the model complexity, the extraction of input features, the training and validation data, and the learning algorithm. If there is a total of M combinations of modeling speci cations in which we are interested, then we would compute M local posterior estimates from the M members as follows: P(T k jI; S i ); with k = 1; : : :; m and i = 1; : : :; M (18) where S i stands for the i th combination of modeling speci cations.
2. Coordinating the local posteriors into teams: The team integrates the local posterior estimates of di erent speci cations. We havê
(T k jI; S i )P k (S i ); for k = 1; : : :; m (19) where P k (S i ) is the mode probability of the k th target associated by the i th combination of modeling speci cations. The team is trained to learn the mode probability matrix. Di erent training data and approaches will result in di erent mode probability estimates. Subsequently, the multiple team posteriors are obtained: P (l) (T k jI); with k = 1; : : :; m and l = 1; : : :; L (20) where l is the index of ways of estimating the mode probability, and L is the total number of ways that we are interested in.
3. Making a recognition decision via committee: The output from multiple teams forms an empirical distribution of posterior P(T k jI), which is approximated by a normal or t-student distribution, depending on the size of the samples. Given a con dence level, the committee runs through a series of pair-by-pair hypothesis tests and obtains a signi cance matrix H. H is an m m square matrix, where m is the number of recognition targets. The element of H, h ij , is either 1 when the posterior estimate fP (l) (T i jI); l = 1; : : :; Lg is signi cantly greater than fP (l) (T j jI); l = 1; : : :; Lg within the given con dence level, ?1 when it is signi cantly less, or otherwise 0. By de nition, the diagonal elements of H are all zeros, if h ij = 1 then h ji = ?1; if h ij = 0 then h ji = 0; and P i P j h ij = 0. The recognition targets then are ranked by summing over each row in H, and this summary value is called a signi cance number. All signi cance numbers form an mdimensional signi cance vector V . The maximal signicance number is m ? 1. If there is a signi cance number that equals m?1, the input is recognized as the target corresponding to the row index of this maximal signi cance number. If all signi cance numbers are smaller than m?1, then the current input cannot be recognized with condence, and further external information is required.
C. MTC Training Procedure
The goal of the rst tier involving the MTC's members is to learn a set of local posterior estimates, as indicated in Equation (18) . The key of this rst layer is to identify the modeling speci cations and their combinations. The members within the MTC can represent di erent types of models, with the training algorithm for the members being model-dependent. Among the various modeling speci cations, the most important one is the extraction of input features via exploratory data analyses. Once the input features have been extracted, the model type is selected to t the characteristics of these input features. In the MTC, a variety of input features can be extracted, and di erent types of models can be selected to t di erent types of input features.
With respect to the training procedure for teams, the goal of this second layer is to learn the mode probability matrix in Equation (19) . By adjusting the mode probability matrix fP k (S i )g, we maximize (i.e., reward) the k th posteriorP(T k jI) and simultaneously reduce (i.e., penalize) the other posteriorsP(T j jI); for j = 1; : : :; m and j 6 = k, when the k th -class pattern is applied. In order to meet the constraint that the sum of all posteriors must equal one, we impose a softmax function 28] on the output. The detailed learning algorithm is given in 27].
The team integrates the members' posterior estimates. Multiple teams are built to reduce integration uncertainty. The goal of the committee is to compare the empirical posterior distribution formed by the teams and make a nal recognition decision. To train the committee, no free system parameter is needed. The con dence level for recognition is pre-determined, and di erent con dence levels will result in a di erent system error rate/rejection rate tradeo . The higher the con dence level, the lower the error rate but the higher the rejection rate.
D. MTC Multimodal Statistical Integration
Our proposed MTC technique is well suited to experimenting with ways to integrate multiple modes on the basis of posterior probabilities and other factors. Using this technique, the recognizers of di erent modes become the members of an MTC statistical integrator. Multiple teams built in the MTC integrator are trained to coordinate and weight the output from di erent modes. Each team establishes the posterior estimate for a multimodal command, given the current multimodal input received. The committee of the MTC integrator analyzes the empirical distribution of the posteriors and establishes the N-best ranking for each multimodal command.
VII. Empirical Results
Our Quickset system was the testbed used to formulate and evaluate the derived performance bounds and the proposed integration concepts. As mentioned earlier, the data corpus used in the present work was collected using Quickset while users performed community re and ood management tasks. All commands were multimodal, involving both speech and gesture input. This corpus consisted of 1539 labeled commands collected from sixteen users, eight native speakers of English and eight accented non-native speakers. We randomly assigned the data from the rst eight users for development, and the rest for test purposes. As illustrated in Table I , there were 17 feature structure types for speech, 8 for pen, and 20 representing all types of multimodal commands. With this arrangement, each of the 20 basic units had an average of 40 training patterns. More detailed description and data analyses on this corpus have been described elsewhere 22].
Table II summarizes our empirical evaluation based on this corpus. The recognition performance ranged from 78:91% correct at the lower bound, to 96:65% correct at the upper bound. The columns Estimate I & II correspond to Method I & II of the estimate approach described in Section V, and the MTC column corresponds to the learning approach described in Section VI. As expected, all performance lies within the theoretical lower and upper bounds. Estimate II performs only slightly better than Estimate I, and both are signi cantly worse than the MTC approach -which only departs 1:4% from the system's established theoretical optimum. The favorable performance of the MTC approach can be attributed to several factors. First, the MTC approach adopted a discriminative training scheme, which maximizes or rewards the correct class-conditional density and simultaneously reduces or penalizes others. Secondly, with the MTC approach, multiple sets of weighting parameters were trained, with each set providing an estimate of the classconditional density function. A committee of multiple sets provides a smoother estimate function than any individual one, which leads to better robustness and generalization. Thirdly, the MTC approach takes into account the fact that the class-conditional densities of individual modalities may be normalized di erently, which is a pragmatic reality when the recognizers are developed by di erent sources. Through training that enables the learning of weighting parameters, the MTC approach is able to normalize the output from di erent recognizers to the same scale.
VIII. Conclusions
The development of an architecture for integrating different input modes and for evaluating multimodal recognition performance are two critical issues for the development of next-generation multimodal systems. In this paper, we have evaluated the multimodal recognition probabilities. It was revealed that the multimodal recognition performance, in general, is determined by the recognition accuracy of individual modes, the structure of the associative map, the manner of combining posterior probabilities, and the prior distribution of multimodal classes.
In theory, the optimal weights for combining multimodal posterior probabilities can be determined by the modeconditional input feature density functions. In practice, it is di cult or even impossible to evaluate these conditional density functions because of the high dimensional input features. Therefore, we have developed two techniques to approximate these conditional densities, and obtained the class-dependent weighting parameters for the posterior probabilities. The rst technique is an estimate approach in which the mode-conditional input feature density is approximated by the normalized mode-conditional recognition probability. The latter then can be estimated based on the structure of the associative map, or using the labeled training data. The second technique is a learning approach in which the weighting parameters are trained to maximize the correct posterior probability and minimize the wrong ones. Several key learning techniques also have been incorporated into this mechanism to improve the robustness and generalization of its performance.
The integration techniques and evaluation tools presented in this paper provide a statistical approach to developing multimodal recognition systems. We have evaluated these new methods using Quickset and an empirical corpus collected with Quickset. Although the current version of Quickset is a speech/gesture bimodal system, our proposed techniques o er a general architectural approach that could be extended to multimodal systems involving other modes or more than two modes.
IX. Appendix A. Derivation of Equation (3) By expressing the joint probability in conditional probabilities, Equation (2) can be re-written as P Xk = P(X G 2 R G j ; X S 2 R S i jC k )
= P(X G 2 R G j jC k ; X S 2 R S i )P X S i (22) = P(X S 2 R S i jC k ; X G 2 R G j )P X G j : (23) Where, R G j and R S i are the partitioned decision rejoins in the gestural feature space and the spoken feature space. They are associated to the k th multimodal class. P X G j and P X S i are respectively the correct recognition probabilities of the gesture recognizer and the speech recognizer for the k th multimodal class. P(X G 2 R G j jC k ; X S 2 R S i ) and P(X S 2 R S i jC k ; X G 2 R G j ) are the conditional probabilities for recognizing one mode, given information on the other. Since the conditional probability will not be less than the probability with the condition being removed, from Equation (22) or (23), we have P Xk P X G j P X S i : (24) It is clear that the lower bound will be obtained when the gesture and speech recognition modes are independent of each other. Since any probability is upper bounded by one, the upper bound of P Xk is P Xk max P X G j ; P X S i ]: (25) This upper bound will be obtained when one mode is completely redundant with another. Substituting the above inequalities (24) and (25) into Equation (1), we obtain Equation (3).
B. Derivation of Equation (4) Analogously to Equations (22) and (23), we have p(XjC k ) = p(X G ; X S jC k ) (26) = p(X G jC k ; X S )p(X S jC k ) (27) = p(X S jC k ; X G )p(X G jC k ): (28) Summingover Equations (27) and (28), we obtain Equation (4).
